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This morning we are going to spend some time in Luke Chapter 9 and Verses 57 through 62.  

The title of this morning’s message is Following Christ.   

 

I was thinking about this passage of Scripture this week, and about the very strong statements 

about discipleship that the Lord Jesus Christ speaks to us about in this passage.  As I was 

reflecting on this, I thought back to the mid1990s.  That was a period of spiritual awakening and 

growth in the Lord that took place in my life as a young man. 

 

The mid1990s was the hay-day of what was called grunge rock, that flannel-clad, hard rock that 

was coming out of Seattle, Washington.  I loved that kind of music.  I listened to Pearl Jam, 

Sound Garden, and Smashing Pumpkin.  Every now and then, I will still get a little bit worked up 

listening to some of that music.  I have diverse taste in music, in so far as it is not crass. 

 

What I found during those years is that my taste and my desire for music was expanding and it 

was being led in a different direction, so that the music that brought glory to King Jesus really, 

really began to fill my heart and enrich my soul.   

 

I’m not only talking about the Christian rock bands like Third Day, that I really like.  But I began 

really enjoying the old songs.  As you know, I began to really enjoy Charles Wesley and the 

music that he wrote.  I began taking notice of Isaac Watts and Horatio Spafford and Fanny 

Crosby—those kinds of godly musicians who brought glory to the Lord through the words that 

they set to music. 

 

As a young man all surfed out and scruffy and sitting out in those pews, I remember thinking 

about attending the Sunday evening services here at Bethel Grace.  They were very traditional 

services in their style of music. 

 

Our brother, Dan Chandler, used to sit at the organ with a mic set up next to him.  He would lead 

these rich, wonderful hymns of the faith from that organ.  I would sit in the pews singing those 

songs.  As I studied the passage that we will be reflecting on today, I began thinking about one of 

the songs that we often sang back then. 

 

It was such a wonderful and searching song for me.  I remember the refrain, the chorus that was 

repeated.   

 

Wherever He leads I’ll go 

Wherever He leads I’ll go 

I’ll follow my Christ who loves me so 

Wherever He leads I’ll go 

“Following Christ” 
 Luke 9:57-62 

 January 13, 2019 
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There I was a young man sitting in the pews and even as I was singing, my heart was searching.  

I would be thinking, Okay, I am singing these songs, but, Lord, do I really mean it?  Wherever 

You lead, I will go?  

 

I was thinking about what kind of sacrifices the Lord was going to call me to make as I follow 

Jesus in this world.  Which relationships are going to be strained as I walk with the Lord?  What 

plans that I have is God going to alter as I follow wherever Jesus takes me?  I would be singing 

and searching.  I think this is what that kind of music is meant to lead into.   

 

What I was doing as a young man singing that song, was kind of counting the cost, being 

reminded that following Jesus in this world involves sacrifice.  Jesus gave His life for us and we 

are called to be living sacrifices for Him. 

 

Discipleship is the essence of the Christian life.  Jesus is the Master, and we follow Him.  Jesus 

teaches and we learn, and we submit our thinking to what He has revealed.  Jesus instructs and 

we obey.  Jesus leads and we follow.  Jesus commands and we go. 

 

This is discipleship.  He is the Lord and we follow Him and there is no greater pursuit in this 

world than to follow the King of kings and the Lord of lords—the One who overcame and 

conquered death and who is the King of an Everlasting Kingdom.   

 

There is no better pursuit than following Jesus who loves us so.  However, we are living in a 

world that is fallen in sin.  We are living in a world that is dark and confused, and we will make 

sacrifices following Jesus Christ.  Count the cost!   

 

As we weigh up what it will be like to go against the stream of the world, we need to be asking 

the Lord to help us have a clear picture of how Jesus is leading us.  We also need to ask Him for 

help to overcome the resistance of our fallen wills. 

 

We need to ask the Holy Spirit to make it so that we move forward following Jesus where He 

leads, because it requires the work of the Holy Spirit to help us to see the goodness and the joy 

that will propel us to follow on that path of discipleship with Jesus.  It is a work of renewal that 

the Almighty wonderful Spirit of Jesus does within us.   

 

It has been my prayer this morning that the Spirit of Jesus would be at work today, deepening the 

devotion of the people sitting in these pews—that He would raise the level of commitment by a 

work of His power and grace. 

 

As we once again enter the Gospel of Luke, let me remind you that we are at a point of major 

transition in this book.  Jesus’ early Galilean ministry of miracles and preaching, that is over.  As 

we read in Luke Chapter 9 and Verse 51: 

 
51

When the days drew near for him to be taken up, he set his face to go to 

Jerusalem.   
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Now Christ was on that path toward the cross and the empty grace and His ascension, the work 

that He did for our redemption.  As Jesus was on this path toward Jerusalem, what we find in the 

Scripture ahead of us is that there were three encounters with three would-be disciples of Jesus. 

 

There were two volunteer disciples and one recruit.  But each one of them seemed eager enough 

to walk with Jesus where He was going, but Jesus stopped.  He slowed it down and He wanted to 

make sure that they counted the cost that is involved in following Christ in this world. 

 

Let’s look at these stories and read what is written here and pray that the Holy Spirit will be 

working in our hearts, making us yearn to follow Jesus whatever that path might hold.  Luke 

Chapter 9 and Verses 57 through 62: 

 
57

As they were going along the road, someone said to him, “I will follow you 

wherever you go.”  
58

And Jesus said to him, “Foxes have holes, and birds of the air 

have nests, but the Son of Man has nowhere to lay his head.”  
59

To another he said, 

“Follow me.”  But he said, “Lord, let me first go and bury my father.”  
60

And Jesus 

said to him, “Leave the dead to bury their own dead.  But as for you, go and 

proclaim the kingdom of God.”  
61

Yet another said, “I will follow you, Lord, but let 

me first say a farewell to those at my home.”  
62

Jesus said to him, “No one who puts 

his hand to the plow and looks back is fit for the kingdom of God.” 

 

Here we have three encounters with King Jesus.  Each one is focused on the pursuit of 

discipleship, of following Christ.  The word follow is used in each of those three encounters.  

You will see it in Verse 57, Verse 59, and Verse 61.  Brothers and sisters, that is discipleship, 

walking with Jesus wherever He leads in this life.  That is the essence of the Christian life.   

 

What is interesting about these three encounters is that we are not told how any of them were 

resolved.  We don’t know what happened.  We don’t know if they heard these challenging words 

from Jesus and their wills were made strong and they followed Him, or if they walked away 

dejected.  Scripture does not tell us what happened. 

 

The stories are left to be concluded in your life and in mine.  How will we respond to the strong 

words that Jesus issued about following Him in a dark world that desperately needs the message 

of His Kingdom? 

 

We are going to look at this passage of Scripture and I want us to see three costs involved in 

following Jesus, the price we might pay as living sacrifices whose wills are sold out to the will of 

the Lord in this world. 

 

What might it cost us?  Let’s consider three costs.  First, it may us cost personal comfort.  

Second, it may cost us personal plans.  Third, it may cost us personal relationships.  First, let’s 

notice that: 
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1. It may cost personal comfort (9:57-58) 

 

Followers of Jesus will face adversity in this world.  There will be the sacrifice of comfort at 

both material and relational levels.  These things are very, very possible, even likely for the 

followers of Jesus Christ. 

 

We see this in the first encounter.  Verse 57: 

 
57

As they were going along the road, someone said to him, “I will follow you 

wherever you go.” 

 

This was an eager young man.  He told Jesus that he would go wherever He went.  This kind of 

reminds us of Ruth to Naomi—wherever you go, I’m going to be clinging right there with you.   

 

Maybe this man saw some of the miracles that were performed by Jesus.  Perhaps he felt some of 

the buzz surrounding Jesus and he wanted to be included.  Then Jesus gave him a sober word in 

Verse 58: 

 
58

And Jesus said to him, “Foxes have holes, and birds of the air have nests, but the 

Son of Man has nowhere to lay his head.” 

 

Following Christ may involve the loss of personal comforts.  I think that’s what Jesus was trying 

to get across to this man. 

 

I think it would be an error for us to read this and then, like so many others, declare that when 

the Messiah came into the world, He lived thirty-three years of abject poverty and homelessness 

during His visitation to the earth. 

 

That simply was not the case.  Reflecting a little bit about what we know of His life from the 

New Testament reveals this not to be the case.  When He was an infant and the Maggi came, 

what did the Maggi bring?  Gold, frankincense and myrrh—all of them costly.  That gift was a 

very generous gift, and it probably financed their flight to Egypt and some of the early years of 

the Lord’s life.  

 

Going forward, what we find is that Joseph and Mary, they settled in Nazareth.  They had 

children together.  Jesus had half brothers and sisters.  Joseph had a carpenter shop, a trade.  

Jesus was a part of that.  They had a house and income.  They had food on the table.  This is how 

Jesus lived for the first twenty-nine plus years of His life. 

 

Even later after He was baptized by John the Baptist, Jesus made His way up into the region of 

Galilee.  He called several fishermen, including a man by the name of Simon Peter who was 

evidently doing well in the lucrative fishing village on the Sea of Galilee.  Jesus set up His 

headquarters for His early Galilean ministry with Simon Peter. 
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So, this statement is not a call to poverty.  However, it is a call to adversity, because when Jesus 

launched His three-years of preaching and healing, there was increasing hostility that was 

directed to Him.  We must remember that Jesus was a man of sorrows, rejected and scorned. 

 

He was pushed away by a great many people.  As He was on His itinerant teaching ministry, 

especially as He approached Jerusalem, He was being rejected by more and more people.  There 

was some discomfort that was involved in following Him. 

 

Very early on, we remember how Jesus preached His first sermon in the Nazareth synagogue, 

where he grew up.  They heard Him as He confronted the sin of that city.  They ended up 

excommunicating Him from His home town and wanted to throw Him off a cliff.  We remember 

how Jesus wanted to take the Kingdom of God to the Gerasenes, where He sent a legion of 

demons into pigs.  But they still did not want Jesus there and told Him to leave.   

 

Most immediately here in the context of the Gospel of Luke, Jesus set His face toward 

Jerusalem.  His first stop was in Samaria.  The Samaritans realized that He was going to worship 

in Jerusalem, a Jew going to Jerusalem, and they told Him to keep on walking and get out of 

there.  He was rejected. 

 

In the context of Luke, right after that this man told Jesus that he would follow Him anywhere 

He went, Jesus said to him: 

 
58

… “Foxes have holes, and birds of the air have nests, but the Son of Man has 

nowhere to lay his head.” 
 

If we are going to follow Jesus, we must realize that we are following a rejected Messiah.  Most 

people in this world deny Him.   

 

The teachings of the Christian doctrine and Scripture, it is countercultural.  It goes against the 

grain of society.  If we take up our cross and follow Jesus, we will be the sore thumb of this 

world, even though we come with great grace and truth. 

 

More and more, the Christian church does not have a place in this world, but when did ever?  We 

have been very fortunate to have had the favor we have had these past centuries in the United 

States, but it has been abnormal.  Christians have been persecuted through the entire church age.  

 

We must realize that following Jesus means that, like Jesus, people might not like us because we 

declare that their works are evil.  That is part of following Jesus.  We do it in grace.  We are 

humble.  Guess who is just as evil as anybody else in this world?  For starters, it is the man that 

is talking right now! 

 

We are humble, but we persist that man is not good.  Man is wicked and man needs a Savior.  

The deeds that we call good are so often sinful.  That pushes us outside the periphery of society.  

Now days we are seeing Christian business owners being put out of business because they stand 

on the time-honored commitment to the sanctity of marriage—a husband and a wife for life. 
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We are seeing people that are candidates and even installed in political offices that are being 

declared unfit because they say that Jesus is the one and only way to enter into the Kingdom of 

God.   

 

This faith is being pushed out, but this faith is that which brings life.  So, we will take our licks 

in this world as agents of God’s truth and grace, looking forward to the fact that we will have an 

eternal home with Christ in Heaven.  For now, it may involve the sacrifice of some personal 

comforts.   

 

I love it when Adrian Gocan is up here doing announcements because you know he is always 

going to give us something to think about.  Last week he was up here giving ministry highlights.  

It was the first Sunday of the new year.  He said, Why do we always say Happy New Year?  You 

don’t know what’s going happen in the new year!  Then he said, Greet everybody and say brace 

yourself! 

 

Is that not what Jesus was saying to this man?  Brace yourself!  If you follow me, brace yourself 

and don’t expect to be eating bon-bons all cuddly and cozy in this world to which we don’t 

belong.  There are going to be some sacrifices involved in this life.   

 

May the Holy Spirit cause something to rise up within us that, by the work of God, says, Yes, 

Jesus is true.  Jesus is the Living God, who came to die for us and make us new.  I will shine a 

light in this dark world. 

 

This may cost personal comforts, and we need to take that to heart.  Second: 

 

2. It may cost personal plans (9:59-60) 

 

Moving on to the second episode here—if the first person was a little bit too ready to follow 

Christ, the second and third were not quite ready enough.  This time Jesus initiated.  Verse 59: 

 
59

To another he said, “Follow me.”  But he said, “Lord, let me first go and bury my 

father.”  
60

And Jesus said to him, “Leave the dead to bury their own dead.  But as 

for you, go and proclaim the kingdom of God.” 

 

What in the world was happening here?  That seems kind of harsh, doesn’t it?  There was a man 

grieving his father, and asked to go bury him.  Jesus said no, leave the dead to bury their own 

dead.  No, that does not sound kind of harsh, that sounds harsh! 

 

In this encounter and in the next, we must to be very careful to understand the cultural context 

and some of the social mores of that society.  What happened here?  Theories abound as to what 

exactly what this situation was.   

 

There are some commentators and Bible teachers that will say that we just must read this and 

take it at face value.  This man’s father had just died, and he was grieving, so he told Jesus that 

he would follow Him, but he first had to go take care of the funeral and bereavement of his 

father.  Jesus told him no, that it was now or never. 
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However, I don’t think that is what happened.  That seems very, very unlikely to me.  We must 

understand that in the First Century Jewish custom of burial, the funeral took place immediately 

when somebody died.  Today, we have the practice of embalming and preserving.  They did not 

have that, so they needed to treat the body immediately and prepare it for burial and they did this 

so quickly. 

 

Think about the story of Jairus’ daughter who was sick unto death.  People went to find Jesus.  

By the time they found Him and came back, they found that the little girl had died and that there 

were mourners already there.  The entire Memorial was happening in its fullness.  When 

somebody died back then, they had to move quickly, even hiring mourners to display their 

theatrics.   

 

So, the big question is:  If this man’s father had died, what was he doing out on the street 

watching Jesus go by?  He would have been very much occupied.  He would have been 

elsewhere in the middle of the bereavement that was taking place with his family.  I don’t think 

this man’s father had just died, or that he was even on the brink of death.   

 

Digging into the context a little bit more, that phrase to bury one’s father was something of a 

figure of speech that Middle Easterner’s would use back in that day, and it is still in use there 

today.  It refers to the duty of a son, especially the firstborn, to remain near his parents until they 

passed on and were laid to rest peacefully. 

 

The son had to stay close to his parents.  He could not move far away.  The time would come 

when they did pass away, and that is when he would receive his inheritance.  Sometimes he 

would receive a financial windfall.  After all that took place, then he was able to go wherever he 

wanted to go. 

 

Even that would be strained, because there was such a strong clan orientation.  The context of the 

New Testament in Israel, it was not individualistic like ours.  It was very much group oriented.  

So, this man was saying that he needed to stay close to his parents until they died, then when his 

societal obligation was met, he would follow Jesus. 

 

That is most likely the picture of what was taking place here.  Yes, I want to follow you, but I 

just can’t follow you right now.  However, the language of the Lord Jesus was still very, very 

strong.  It was still shocking in the years of the First Century Jew, because what did Jesus say to 

this?  He said to let the dead bury their dead.  He told the man to go and proclaim the Kingdom 

of God.   

 

Jesus was saying that the spiritually dead are perfectly capable of caring for their own and 

handling funeral arrangements when the time comes.  Jesus was also saying that only a person 

who is spiritually alive is qualified and able to spread the Kingdom of God.  He was telling that 

man that he could not sit and wait and linger for months and years, and if he had the desire to be 

His disciple, he had to do it right then. 
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Jesus was altering this man’s plans.  That man thought he would stay settled in his village for a 

period of time, but Jesus told him that He had to follow Him right then.  Jesus was telling him 

that He was the priority. 

 

Jesus will often alter plans that we have.  It may be that you have your two, five, or ten-year 

plans but when you start following Jesus, He may alter the plans that you have and totally 

reorganize your priorities. 

 

Looking at this text, I think that there are two words in Verse 59 that sum up the entirety of this 

man’s response to Jesus.  Jesus laid it out right here.  These two words are not pressed up against 

each other, but these are the two words that gets to the gest of it.  These two words are used in 

the next encounter as well.   

 

The two words are:  But first.  I want to follow you but first I have this obligation that I have to 

carry out.  And Jesus said no—but first you go and proclaim the Kingdom of God.  How many 

people in this world, how many people in our company right now, are postponing a close 

obedient radical walk with Christ due to their desire to put other things first.   

 

Some may be saying that they want to follow Christ.  Something in them says yes to that.  They 

hear His voice and feel compelled to do that, but first there are some things they want to do.  

Some might say that but first they want to go and sew some wild oats and experience what this 

world has to offer. 

 

Others might say, but first let me realize a few career goals and work the sixty or seventy hours 

that are necessary.  They won’t have time for the purposes of God now, but once they have 

reached these goals, they will get to it. 

 

Others may say, but first let me save a nest egg for a secure retirement.  Others may say, but first 

let me go travel the world.  But first, but first, but first.  However, Jesus tells us that He has a 

first for us to hear.  Matthew 6:33 

 
33

But seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things will 

be added to you. 

 

Serving Jesus Christ is the greatest priority of this life.  It is serving Jesus Christ that will have 

eternal ramifications and bare fruit like we can’t imagine into eternity.   

 

This does not dismiss the need that we have to honor our fathers and mothers.  Honoring them is 

a Biblical command.  There is love that we are to pour out, but, for many different reasons, there 

is the tendency in our flesh to stall what we should be doing now. 

 

So, Jesus says to let the dead bury their own dead, and as for us, go spread the Kingdom of God.  

Jesus’ plans may cost us some personal plans that we have made.  We continue, there is a third 

aspect of this that we see: 
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3. It may cost personal relationships (9:61-62) 

 

Verses 61 and 62: 

 
61

Yet another said, “I will follow you, Lord, but let me first say a farewell to those at 

my home.”  
62

Jesus said to him, “No one who puts his hand to the plow and looks 

back is fit for the kingdom of God.” 

 

Once again, at first glance this seems harsh.  What we must understand is that it does not seem 

that it is just a simple good-bye in view, where somebody is going to go an inform mom and dad 

of their plans and says good-bye so they can follow Jesus. 

 

Something deeper here took place.  Look at the word farewell in Verse 61.  That is the Greek 

word apotasso.  This word can mean to say good-bye, or it can mean to take leave of.  There is a 

difference between the two. 

 

That Greek word apotasso is used a total of five times in the New Testament.  This is one of 

them, there are four others.  Each of the four others is translated to take leave.  That is how it is 

in Mark 6:46, Acts 18:18, Acts 18:21, and II Corinthians 2:13.   

 

There is a difference and it is a significant one between saying good-bye and taking leave.  In his 

book on the Gospel of Luke, Kenneth Bailey explains this: 

 

“The distinction between the two translations is important in Middle Eastern 

culture.  The person leaving must request permission to leave from those who are 

staying.  The people who remain behind can say ‘goodbye’ to those leaving.  This 

gentle formality is observed to the letter all over the Middle East on formal and 

informal occasion.  The one who leaves requests permission to go.  He asks, ‘With 

your permission?’  Those who remain behind then respond, ‘May you go in safety,’ 

or ‘God go with you,’ or ‘May you go in peace.’  Such responses are the granting of 

the permission requested.” 

 

That is what taking leave means.  That’s is how that word apotasso is translated several times in 

the New Testament.  Essentially, permission was granted before somebody would take leave.   

 

It seems that this man was going to go to his home, and he was going ask permission of his 

father to set out on the discipleship course.  He would tell his father that he believed Jesus to be 

the Messiah, and that he wanted to follow Him.  Then he would ask his father if he could go. 

 

Jesus did not seem to be expecting the most enthusiastic response from the father at home, 

because Jesus said: 

 
62

…“No one who puts his hand to the plow and looks back is fit for the kingdom of 

God.” 
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He was telling this man not to expect his father to be as enthusiastic as he was about this.  Then 

he would need to decide.   

 

Once you set your hand to the plow, no one who looks back with longing is fit for the Kingdom 

of God.  No one who looks back to the previous securities of life is fit for the Kingdom of God.  

That is what Jesus was saying here. 

 

We need to look at this and we need to understand that when we start walking with Christ with 

fervency, there might be people in our lives that get a little bit disturbed and think that we might 

be over the top with some of our commitments.   

 

They might even distance themselves from us and following Jesus and that is okay.  But we need 

to say that we will follow Christ no matter what the response of the people in our lives might be. 

 

I have decided to follow Jesus 

The world behind me, the cross before me, 

the world behind me, the cross before me, 

The world behind me, the cross before me, 

no turning back, no turning back. 
 

When the Spirit put that resolve in my heart, I printed out the words of that song and tacked them 

to my wall.  That is the essence of what Jesus said here.  It is going forward.  Stop looking back 

to the previous comforts and securities of life. 

 

I don’t have that much experience with a plow.  I have not plowed a field one single time in my 

entire forty-five years of life.  But I do have some experience with a lawn mower.  That’s is close 

as I get. 

 

I can tell you that wanting to do a good job at mowing the lawn and getting the rows straight, it is 

not going to do me any good to mow the lawn looking back.  Jesus was saying that once you set 

your face to the plow, you got to keep focused on what is happening. 

 

That tells us also that discipleship with Christ, though full of joy and reward, it is not necessarily 

a stroll in the park, but it is labor in the field.  Plowing was a task that required total 

concentration and dexterity.  One hand was on the plow and the other hand was used to goad the 

oxen to keep them going. 

 

When plowing, you needed to stay focused and make sure the line was going in a straight 

direction, otherwise you would have a winding and corked furrow.  You had to stay focused and 

looking to the task that was at hand.  That is what Jesus said that following Him is like.  We must 

stay focused on what is ahead.   

 

What are you going to do?  Are you going to keep looking behind, or are you going to stay 

focused on the One who is in front of you, the task that is front of you, and the very significant 

work that the Lord has called each of us in Christ to be a part of? 
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We need to be forward oriented people.  Whenever we see people looking back, that just has a 

negative connotation in the pages of Scripture.  What happened to Lot’s wife when she looked 

back at Sodom?  She became a pillar of salt. 

 

What about the Israelites when they were delivered from Egypt, and they kept looking back—O 

that we would go back to slavery in Egypt because we had meat and onions!  The Lord was 

telling them that they saw the Red Sea split and they were looking back at their meat and onions.  

Food is often a case of controversy in Scripture.   

 

We can’t be looking at longing on the past.  We must stay focused on the wonderous task the 

Lord has calls us to—that is plowing ground for the Kingdom of Heaven, knowing that there are 

some people in our lives that might disapprove of it. 

 

We must be gracious and kind to people, but we don’t live for their purposes in our lives, we live 

for the Lord’s purposes in our lives.  Even if people close to us disapprove, we follow Jesus 

Christ who died on the cross for our sins and rose from the grave and who has a place that He is 

preparing for us in Heaven.  We must follow Jesus.   

 

In closing, I was looking at this passage of Scripture and I was thinking about how monkeys are 

trapped in some tropical regions of the world.  What I have read multiple times is that in order to 

trap little monkeys that are being pests, they hollow out a coconut, drill a hole in it, and then put 

tasty morsels of rice or seeds in the coconut. 

 

Then they attach the coconut to a tree so the monkeys will sniff the food out.  However, the hole 

is just wide enough for the monkeys to get their hands in but once it clinches the treat, they can’t 

get their hand out.  Those silly little monkeys won’t let go so they can be set free. 

 

In Christ Jesus we are living for what we were designed to live for.  There might be some 

comforts that we need to let go of.  There might be some relationships that will be altered, and 

we need to let that happen.   

 

There might be some priorities in our lives that might get changed by Jesus.  As He begins 

leading us in those direction, we must let those priorities go so that we might be free to follow 

the greatest pursuit that there is in the entire universe and that is walking with Jesus Christ.   

 

What is hindering you?  What is keeping you from full freedom in walking with your Messiah?  

Follow Jesus!  May the Holy Spirit make our hearts willing to do so.  May He overcome the 

resistance of the flesh and the fallenness that remains in us that we might be set free to follow 

Christ. 

 

Let’s close in a word of prayer. 

 

 


